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Noah

Preacher of Righteousness
Mark Bergemann

By faith Noah, when he was warned about things that
had not been seen before, built an ark, in reverent fear,
in order to save his family. By it he condemned the world
and became an heir of the righteousness that is by faith.
Hebrews 11:7 (EHV)
Note that Noah “became an heir of the righteousness that is by
faith.”   This “righteousness” is being “right” with God―being sinless.  
Our natural state is that we are sinners.  We are born as sinners.  The miracle of God’s grace is this: God brings us to faith, and in doing so, adopts us
as his sons and daughters―heirs of the righteousness bought by the blood
of Jesus.  Noah trusted his Savior―his Redeemer from sin.  God redeemed
us by buying us back from our enslavement to sin, freeing us from the
consequence of sin―eternal death in hell.  Because we are redeemed, we
will spend eternity with our Redeemer God in heaven.  The Old Testament
hymnbook, the book of Psalms, talks about God redeeming us and taking
us to heaven,
But no one can by any means redeem himself. He cannot
give God a ransom for himself- (For the ransom for their
souls is costly. Any payment would fall short.) …But surely God will redeem my life from the power of the grave.
Yes, he will take me to himself. Psalms 49:7-8,15 (EHV)
Believers in Old Testament times were brought to faith by God
in the same way that we are brought to faith today.  First, God leads us
to see that we deserve punishment for our sins―we are lost and there’s
nothing we can do about it.  We lack the righteousness God demands of
us.  Then God gives us the free gift of righteousness, which we receive
through faith.  Noah was no exception.  Like believers today, God made
Noah righteous by giving him the righteousness of Jesus Christ.  
4
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A Preacher of Righteousness
God did not spare the ancient world but preserved Noah,
a preacher of righteousness, along with seven others
when he brought a flood on the world of ungodly people. 2 Peter 2:5 (EHV)
God reveals that Noah did far more than build an ark.  Noah was
“a preacher of righteousness.”   He told others about their sin and their
Redeemer: that God forgives sin―by redeeming us and giving us righteousness through faith.  
Let’s take a moment to consider the circumstances in which Noah
preached.  It seems that God told Noah to build an ark a full 120 years before
the Flood would destroy all life on Earth (Genesis 6:3).  God would give
the godless people of Noah’s day 120 years to come to faith.  The Apostle
Peter referred to this time when he wrote, “God’s patience was waiting
in the days of Noah while the ark was being built.” 1 Peter 3:20 (EHV)
Noah probably worked on building the ark for that full 120 years.  
Imagine how the unbelieving world might have viewed an enormous
450-foot-long, 45-foot tall ship!  Such news must have traveled throughout the world.  People may have traveled great distances to see the amazing sight, and to ridicule the fool building such a worthless vessel.  How
could it ever be taken to the ocean and launched?  How would it move
on water without sails or oars?  You can almost hear the preflood people
mocking Noah, “This Noah says the entire world will be flooded, and everyone not on the ship will die.  Noah is insane.”
But Noah was a preacher of righteousness, reaching out to the
godless people of his time.  Many centuries later, another prophet, Jonah,
preached to the godless people of Nineveh about coming destruction.  The
Ninevites, including their king, came to faith in their Redeemer, so God
spared their lives (Jonah 3:1-10).  In contrast, the people to whom Noah
preached rejected God’s offer of free forgiveness.  No one joined Noah and
his family on the ark.  

Noah
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Why Such a Big Ark?
It appears there were fewer than 7,000 animals on the ark.1 Assuming that estimate is even close to correct, the massive ark was far bigger
than needed for the animals and their food and water.2 Why was the ark
larger than needed?  Could it be to provide room for thousands of people
to come to faith and board the ark?  God wanted these people to listen to
Noah, for God “wants all people to be saved and to come to the knowledge
of the truth” (1 Timothy 2:4, EHV).  Sadly, no one came to faith and boarded the ark with Noah’s family.  There was room for them, but they rejected
the offer of protection from the Flood.  Sadly, and of far greater importance, they rejected God Himself and His free gift of eternal life in heaven.  

Living in a Godless World
God gave Noah the faith to endure hardship, ridicule, and danger
in a godless world.  Today, God still promises to give his people―you and
me―the ability to remain faithful in a godless world.  The Apostle Paul
writes in Scripture that God “who began a good work in you will carry it
on to completion until the day of Christ Jesus” (Philippians 1:6, EHV).  
Friends, let us stay in the Word, by regularly reading and hearing
what God says in Scripture.  Let us recall our baptism and regularly take
Holy Communion.  These are the “means of grace” ―the way that God
creates and strengthens our faith.  God is faithful.  He keeps every promise
without fail.  
He will also keep you strong until the end, so that you will
be blameless on the day of our Lord Jesus Christ. God is
faithful, who called you into fellowship with his Son, Jesus
Christ, our Lord. 1 Corinthians 1:8-9 (EHV)
1  There are many estimates of how many animals were on the ark. A recent and
extensive research effort estimated 6,658 individuals in 1,373 kinds.
Craig Froman, ed., How Many Animals Were on the Ark –Understanding the Animal Kinds (Green Forest AR: Master Books, 2016), 47.
2   It is estimated that the ark could hold more than 16,000 animals.
John Woodmorappe, How Could Noah Fit the Animals on the Ark and Care for
Them? in The New Answers Book 3, ed. Ken Ham (Green Forest AR: Master
Books, 2009), 52-55. www.LutheranScience.org/ArkCareAIG (accessed 8-26-20)
6
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Classroom Activity
Measuring the Ark
Mark Bergemann

A great learning activity for all ages (4K–grade 12, even adults),
is to go outside and mark off the actual size of Noah’s Ark.  Students could
first study the ark in their respective classrooms.  Individual rooms, or the
entire school together, could then go outside to mark off the actual size of
the ark.  This article provides some ideas on how this might be done.
The teacher should first introduce the ark to their class.  This could
be very brief.  Older students, if time permits, may have a more extensive
study.  After this introduction, read the dimensions of the ark in Genesis
6:15 using a translation with cubits (KJV, ESV, NASB).  
This is how you are to make it: the length of the ark
300 cubits, its breadth 50 cubits, and its height 30 cubits. Genesis 6:15 (ESV)

What is a Cubit?
A cubit is the length from your elbow to your fingertips.   How
many inches is that?  Each student could measure their own cubit and the
teacher could measure hers.  
People in ancient times used the cubit to measure things.  That
way, you could measure things without having to carry a ruler or tape
measure in your pocket.  People in Old Testament times used the cubit to
measure the tabernacle and its contents including the Ark of the Covenant
and altar (Exodus 25–38), Goliath (1 Samuel 17:4), Solomon’s Temple
and its contents (1 Kings 6–38), and the statue of King Nebuchadnezzar
(Daniel 3:1).

Classroom Activity
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Measuring with Your Hands and Feet
Hand:
Span:
Pace:

The width of your palm (about 4 inches) used to measure the
height of horses.
Length from your thumb tip to the tip of your little finger with
your hand open and fingers apart (about half a cubit).
One full step as you walk (about 30 inches) used by Roman
soldiers to measure the distance between cities as they marched.

Fathom: Width from fingertip to fingertip with your arms outstretched
(about 6 feet).  Sailors measured water depth in fathoms.  

League: Distance you can walk in an hour (about 3 miles).

A foot was once the length of your foot, from your heel to your
toes.  An inch was the width of your thumb.  While using parts of your
body to measure length is convenient, there is a problem with measuring
that way.  Say I am building a house and go to buy many wooden boards,
each ten feet long.  If I buy boards cut to length by different people, each
using their own foot to measure, the boards may not be the same length.  
That would not happen today, because now everyone uses the same foot
measure―the one on a ruler.  A foot is now the same length for everyone.  
Still, I often use my feet to measure distances, as my shoes are close to one
foot long.  

How long was the cubit Noah used to build the ark?
Standardized cubit lengths ranging from 17.5–20.6 inches were
used by ancient post-Flood civilizations.1  Some English Bible translations
define a cubit as being 18 inches long, giving the 300-cubit ark a length
of 450 feet.  Others define a cubit as 20.4 inches, giving the ark a length
of 510 feet.  The length of your cubit is fairly proportional to how tall you
are.  Do you think pre-Flood people were at least 6 foot 3 inches tall, making their cubit at least 20.4 inches?  
1  Bodie Hodge, “How Long Was the Original Cubit?” Answers in Genesis,  
https://answersingenesis.org/noahs-ark/how-long-was-the-original-cubit/
(accessed 9-2-20)
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Measuring the Ark
A rope or heavy string could be cut to 15 feet and another to 17
feet, giving both short and long ten-cubit measures.  The following example uses my congregation’s Lutheran elementary school, where the northsouth length of the school, parking lot, and church is about 500 feet.  We
start in front of the school building on its south end and mark one end of
Noah’s ark in chalk on the sidewalk.  If we set Noah’s Ark on the sidewalk,
with one end here, where would the other end of the ark be?  Is the ark as
long as the school building?  Is the ark even longer so that it goes all the
way across the parking lot?  Does the ark make it to the church?  Let’s
see.  One group of students uses the short cubit rope and another uses the
long cubit rope to measure the length of the ark.  Each ten-cubit length is
marked with chalk on the sidewalk.  They find that the other end of the
short cubit ark is past the school, past the parking lot, and nearly past the
church.  The long cubit ark goes past the church.  Amazing.  The width of
the ark could be measured in a similar way.

Other Ideas
This measuring of the ark and comparing it to other objects can
be expanded in many ways.  For grade 5-9 science class, students could
estimate the height of their school’s gym and compare that to the height
of the ark.  Students can estimate the height of their gym by counting its
height in bricks or cement blocks.  Alternately, how much string does a
helium balloon use to reach the gym ceiling?  Make sure the balloon can
lift a long string.  Also, students could estimate the interior cubic volume
of their gym and compare that to the volume of the ark.  How many gyms
would fit inside the ark?  
This article is an updated version of an October 2018 text used in Martin
Luther College’s online course “Creation Apologetics 102” [SCI9002].

Classroom Activity
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Beyond Genesis

The Flood is Taught Throughout Scripture
Mark Bergemann

Critics who reject the biblical accounts of creation and the Flood
discount the first eleven chapters of Genesis.  They also must reject dozens
of clear passages throughout the rest of Scripture that refer to creation and
the Flood as true events.  
What do we know about the Flood apart from Genesis?  The fact
is that Jesus, the apostles, and the prophets tell us much.  God reveals to
us all of the following truths and more in Scripture, apart from the book of
Genesis.
1. Noah was a real historical person.
Noah is listed as an ancestor of Jesus’ earthly father Joseph (Luke
3:36) and as an ancestor of Israel (1 Chronicles 1:1).  Noah, Daniel, and Job
are listed as three righteous men (Ezekiel 14:14,20).
2. The world perished in a flood.

2 Peter 3:6 (EHV) Through these waters the former world perished, when it was flooded with water.

3. Eight people survived the Flood in an ark.

1 Peter 3:20 (EHV) God’s patience was waiting in the days of
Noah while the ark was being built. In this ark a few, that is,
eight souls, were saved by water.

4. God sent the Flood to destroy the ungodly.
5. God saved Noah and seven others.
6. Noah told people about their Redeemer God.

2 Peter 2:5 (EHV) God did not spare the ancient world but preserved Noah, a preacher of righteousness, along with seven
others when he brought a flood on the world of ungodly people.

10
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7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Noah had faith in his Redeemer God.
God told Noah about the coming Flood.
The Flood had not been seen before.
Noah built the ark.
Noah’s family was saved by the ark.

Hebrews 11:7 (EHV) By faith Noah, when he was warned about
things that had not been seen before, built an ark, in reverent
fear, in order to save his family. By it he condemned the world
and became an heir of the righteousness that is by faith.

12. People did not realize the Flood was coming.
13. The Flood destroyed these unaware people.

Matthew 24:37-39 (EHV) Just as it was in the days of Noah,
so it will be when the Son of Man returns. In fact, in the days
before the flood people were eating and drinking, marrying
and giving in marriage, until the very day that Noah entered
the ark. And they did not realize what was coming until the
flood came and took them all away.
Luke 17:26-27 (EHV) Just as it was in the days of Noah, so will
it also be in the days of the Son of Man. They were eating
and drinking, marrying and being given in marriage, until the
day when Noah entered the ark. Then the flood came and
destroyed them all.

14. The waters of the Flood covered the Earth.
15. God promised to never again cover the Earth with water.

Isaiah 54:9 (EHV) To me this is like the time of the waters of
Noah. As I swore that the waters of Noah will never again
cover the earth, so I am swearing that I will not be angry at
you, and I will not rebuke you.

Beyond Genesis
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Was the Flood Worldwide?
Mark Bergemann

Christians who accept evolution as true, change the Bible to conform with evolutionary theory.  They do not believe the Noachian Flood
covered the entire Earth, because evolutionists do not accept a planetary
flood.  This article will make a reasoned discussion based on what the Bible says about the Flood.  Was the Flood regional, or did it cover the entire
Earth?  We will critique what one Christian evolutionist claims are biblical
reasons for the Flood being just regional.  

The Foundation of Faith
Glenn Morton was a creationist who “published more than twenty
items in the Creation Research Society Quarterly.”1  As a geophysicist
working in the oil industry, he was constantly confronted with data that he
could not interpret in a creationist way.  Because there was no creationist
explanation that satisfied him, his faith grew weaker until he “was on the
verge of becoming an atheist.”2  He then started interpreting Scripture in a
way that conformed to evolutionary theory, and he credits that for saving
his Christian faith.  Glenn Morton was one of five authors published in
the book, God’s Word or Human Reason? An Inside Perspective on Creationism.  All were formerly young-Earth creationists.  Two of these five
authors are now atheists, and one is a deist.3  These three shipwrecked their
faith in Jesus due to evolutionary theory.  

1  Glenn Morton, “Chapter 2: The Flood and the Fossil Record,” in God’s Word
or Human Reason? An Inside Perspective on Creationism, ed. Jonathan Kane
(Tigard, Oregon: Inkwater Press, 2016), 54.
2  Morton, 56.
3  Emily Willoughby, “Introduction,” in God’s Word or Human Reason? An Inside Perspective on Creationism, ed. Jonathan Kane (Tigard, Oregon: Inkwater
Press, 2016), xix.
12
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My first reaction is that creation is an article of the Christian faith.  
Like all articles of the Christian faith (like all biblical teachings), we believe in creation through faith.  In Hebrews 11:3 (EHV) we read, “By faith
we know that the universe was created by God’s word, so that what is seen
did not come from visible things.”  If your belief in creation rests on how
well creationists can explain fossils and geology, then your faith has the
wrong foundation. It is a faith built on sinking sand, not on the Rock that
is the resurrected Christ.
My second reaction is that there is much that creationists cannot
explain in detail about how fossils and the geologic column formed.  The
same goes for evolutionists.  See the article, “Fossils in the Geologic Column―Problems for Evolution,” on pages 17-32 of the spring 2018 LSI
Journal (www.LutheranScience.org/2018spring).
My third reaction is that yes, oil companies use evolutionary models to successfully find new oil, coal, and gas deposits.  That does not mean
those evolutionary models correctly describe the history of those deposits.  Many scientific models, theories, and laws successfully explained and
predicted observations about the world for decades or even centuries, until
they didn’t and were then replaced by new models, theories, and laws.  
For more on this see the article, “How Can a Lie Like Evolution Have
Evidence?” at www.LutheranScience.org/2015Lie.

A Regional Flood?
Glenn Morton proposes,
If one accepts that Noah’s flood was not necessarily global, the
account in Genesis could be describing any of a few massive localized floods that have occurred at various points in human history.  …Whichever of these floods one identifies with the Genesis
account, they offer an alternative to the young-Earth perspective
that the Flood covered the entire planet.4
4  Morton, 25.
Was the Flood Worldwide?
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Geologists see evidence that several very large regional floods
have occurred in the past.   Morton tries to convince his readers, using
Scripture, that one of these regional floods is the Noachian Flood.   He
begins with the Bible passage that he claims is “most often used as an
argument for a global flood,”
The waters rose and increased greatly on the earth, and the
ark floated on the surface of the water. They rose greatly on
the earth, and all the high mountains under the entire heavens were covered. The waters rose and covered the mountains to a depth of more than fifteen cubits. Genesis 7:18-20
[An unidentified translation used by Morton.]
Morton seems to be correct that this passage is commonly used as
proof that the Flood was global.  It is the primary passage used in The New
Answer Book 1,5 which is one of the most widely read creationist books,
and is a product of the world’s largest creation apologetics ministry (Answers in Genesis―AIG).  This book also uses two other passages to show
that the Flood was global.

The Entire Sky
Morton claims that, while this passage may at first seem to say
that all the mountains of the Earth were covered by the Flood, that may
not be what this passage states.  He calls our attention to the phrase “under the entire heavens.”  He says this phrase is used six times6 in the Old
Testament, twice to describe the Flood.  He claims that the non-flood uses
do not describe the entire planet.  It seems to me that only one of these six
passages clearly supports Morton’s claim that this phrase can mean only
part of the Earth in a Bible passage.  That is the passage that Morton discusses:
5   Ken Ham and Tim Lovett, “Was There Really a Noah’s Ark & Flood?” in The
New Answers Book 1, ed. Ken Ham, 22nd printing (Green Forest AR: Master
Books, 2015), 136.  First printing was in 2006.  A free pdf is at (accessed 8-26-20)
https://answersingenesis.org/answers/books/new-answers-book-1/
6  Morton references Genesis 6:17, 7:19, Exodus 17:14, Deut. 2:25, 30:4, and Job
37:3.  Exodus 17 and Deut. 30 are especially weak arguments for Morton’s case.
14
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This very day I will begin to put dread and fear of you on the
faces of the people everywhere under heaven, so that they
will hear reports about you and they will tremble, and they will
be shaking because of you. Deuteronomy 2:25 (EHV)
Morton asks if the Lakota Sioux in North America, the Zulus in
South Africa, the indigenous Australians, or the Pacific Islanders heard
reports of the Jewish victory over the Egyptian army and became scared
of the Jews.  So, if “under the entire sky” means only part of the Earth in
Deuteronomy 2:25, could it also mean only part of the Earth when describing the Flood in Genesis?  

Earth
Next Morton correctly points out that the Hebrew word translated as “earth” in Genesis 6:17 and 7:18-20 is translated as “land” and as
“country” in hundreds of other places in the Old Testament.  Morton says
it is the translator’s interpretation to use the English term “planet Earth”
instead of “land” or “country” in Genesis 6:17 and 7:18-20.

Morton “Corrects” the Translation
Using his recommended changes, Morton creates what he calls
“the correct translation of Genesis 7:18-20”:
The waters rose and increased greatly on the land, and the ark
floated on the surface of the water. They rose greatly on the
land, and all the high mountains in the region were covered.
The waters rose and covered the mountains to a depth of
more than fifteen cubits. Genesis 7:18-20
[Morton’s “corrected” translation with changes underlined.]

Was the Flood Worldwide?
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World
Morton states that 2 Peter 2:5 is often used as proof that the Flood
was global.
And if God did not spare the ancient world but preserved
Noah, a preacher of righteousness, along with seven others
when he brought a flood on the world of ungodly people:
2 Peter 2:5 (EHV)
Morton states that the Greek word kosmos, here translated as
“world,” can also have other meanings such as “harmonious order,”
“worldly affairs,” and “ungodly multitude.”  In essence, his argument is
that once again the translators have put their own interpretation into the
Bible text, when other translations would be equally valid.  

Clarity from Other Passages
A summation of Morton’s argument is that Genesis 6:17, Genesis
7:18-20, and 2 Peter 2:5 can be understood as describing a worldwide
flood or a regional flood, depending on which dictionary definition of the
Hebrew and Greek words are used.  It seems to me that the context of the
Genesis Flood account (Genesis 6:1 – 9:17) makes it clear that this was
a worldwide flood, but let’s give Morton the benefit of the doubt for a moment. When we find a passage to have multiple possible meanings, we
turn to the rest of Scripture to make things clear.  What do we find in the
rest of Scripture that sheds light on the scope of the Flood?

Rainbow Promise
God said to Noah and to his sons, who were with him, “Listen,
I will now establish my covenant with you and with your descendants after you and with everything with you that has the
breath of life: with the birds, with the livestock, and with every
wild animal that is on the earth with you, with everything that
16
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went out of the ark, even with every wild animal on the earth.
I will establish my covenant with you: Never again will all living
creatures be cut off by the waters of a flood. Neither will there
ever again be a flood to destroy the earth.
Genesis 9:8-11 (EHV)
To me this is like the time of the waters of Noah. As I swore
that the waters of Noah will never again cover the earth, so
I am swearing that I will not be angry at you, and I will not
rebuke you. Isaiah 54:9 (EHV)
In Genesis 9:8-17, which is partially quoted above, God promises,
“Never again will all living creatures7 be cut off by the waters of a flood.”  
Now, if the Flood was just a regional flood that killed people and animals
in a certain area, God has not kept his promise!  There have been many
people and animals killed by regional floods since the time of Noah.  Now
I suppose that Morton might claim that “all living creatures” not on the ark
did die, since they all inhabited the region that was flooded and none lived
in the rest of the world.  That would be difficult to believe, since there were
more than 1,650 years between creation and the Flood.  
Even if Morton was correct in that claim, there is a second part to
God’s rainbow promise which cannot be so easily written off.  God promises: “Neither will there ever again be a flood to destroy the earth.8”  God
repeats this promise in Isaiah 54.  If the Flood was just a regional flood,
God has not kept this promise!  There have been many regional floods
since the time of Noah.  
In these words (Genesis 9:8-17), God promises to never again
send a flood like the one He sent in Noah’s day, and He declares that rainbows9 are the sign of His promise.  This rainbow promise is very clear.  It
is solid proof that the Flood was worldwide in scale.  With this rainbow
7  The Hebrew words here translated as “all living creatures” literally mean “all
flesh.”
8  The Hebrew word here translated as “earth” is the same Hebrew word that
Morton wishes to translate as “land” or “country” in Genesis 6:17 and 7:18-20.  
9  Genesis 9:12-17.
Was the Flood Worldwide?
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promise, Scripture itself rejects Morton’s “corrected” version of Genesis
7:18-20.  Even so, let’s look at a few of the many other reasons why the
Flood was not regional, but was instead worldwide.

Twenty Feet Above the Mountains
Even Morton’s “corrected” version of Genesis 7:18-20 has the
water twenty feet (fifteen cubits) above the mountains and also covering
“all the high mountains in the region.”   It is difficult to imagine how this
situation could exist in a regional flood.  The flooded area would have to be
surrounded on all sides by water tight barriers taller than the high mountains of the flooded region and even 20 feet taller than the flooded mountains.  An area that is well below sea level, like the Dead Sea area in the
Holy Land, would meet this requirement.  The problem then, is how would
the water drain away to end the flood (Genesis 8:3-5).  The water from a
worldwide Flood could drain away by having the land rise and/or the sea
bottom lower during the months that the water drained.  Morton cannot
use that as a way to drain his proposed regional flood.  Since Morton is
attempting to make the Bible conform to evolution, he cannot include fast
moving land masses (land rising and/or falling in only months) which evolutionary theory does not allow.  Of course, Morton could claim God used
a miracle to drain the water.  

Purpose of the Flood
The LORD saw that the wickedness of mankind was great on
the earth, and that all the thoughts and plans they formed in
their hearts were only evil every day. The LORD regretted that
he had made man on the earth, and his heart was filled with
sorrow. The LORD said, “I will wipe out mankind, whom I have
created, from the face of the earth, along with the animals,
the creeping things, and the birds of the sky, because I regret
that I have made them.” But Noah found favor in the eyes of
the LORD. …In the sight of God the earth was morally corrupt,
and the earth was filled with violence. God looked at the earth
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and saw that it was corrupt, for all flesh was corrupt in all their
ways on the earth. So God said to Noah: I have decreed the
end of all flesh, because the earth is filled with violence because of them. Now I am going to destroy them along with
the earth. Genesis 6:5-8, 11-13 (EHV)
God gives people time to come to saving faith in their Savior Jesus
Christ.  We call this time their “time of grace.”  God brings our time of
grace to an end when we die.  The purpose of the Flood was to bring the
time of grace to an end for the pre-flood people.  God would end the lives
of the people and animals who were not on the ark.  The Flood did exactly
that:
All living creatures that moved on the earth perished, including birds, livestock, wild animals, every creeping thing that
crawls on the earth, and all mankind. Everything that breathed
the breath of life through its nostrils, that is, everything that
was on the dry land, died. Every living thing that was on the
face of the earth was wiped out, including mankind, livestock,
creeping things, and birds of the sky. They all were wiped off
the earth. Only Noah was left, as well as those who were with
him in the ark. The waters overwhelmed the earth for one
hundred fifty days. Genesis 7:21-24
Every day, God ends the time of grace for many people through
their death.  Sometimes, God ends the time of grace for many people with
a single event, such as was done with the Flood.   Many times God revealed in advance His intention to end the time of grace for many people,
including the accounts of: Sodom and Gomorrah (Genesis 18:20 – 19:29),
Nineveh (Jonah 3:1–10), the Egyptian first born (Exodus 11:4–8), Jericho (Joshua 6:17–21), and the Israelites when David sinned (2 Samuel
24:9–25).  In these cases and others, God was very clear in the details of
who would die.  God was also clear about who would die in the Flood―
everyone on the Earth who was not on the ark.  Morton proposes we reject
the normal and most obvious meaning of the Genesis Flood account and
instead interpret it in a cumbersome way, so that the Flood conforms to
evolutionary theory.
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People and Animals Escape Death
We have now considered several passages revealing that the purpose and result of the Flood was to kill every person, bird, and land animal
not on the ark.  If Morton is correct and the Flood was just a regional flood,
wouldn’t some people, birds, and animals be able to escape death by leaving the flooded area?  This would be especially true for those living near
the edge of the flood zone.  They could cling to floating debris to escape.  
The birds could fly to dry land.  Even if you somehow interpret these passages so that God only planned to kill the people, animals, and birds in the
flood zone, there is a problem.  No one can escape God.  

Why an Ark?
Why did God command Noah to build a 450-foot-long, 75-footwide, 45-foot-tall ship (Genesis 6:13-21)?  If the Flood was regional, why
not have Noah, his family, and the animals leave the flood zone?  Such
a journey would be far easier than building a giant ship, stocking it with
food and water, and living on it for an entire year.  

Conclusion
We can be certain that the Flood covered the entire Earth because
God reveals that in Scripture.  It was not simply a regional flood.  Still,
Christians who reject what God says about creation and the Flood, and
instead embrace evolutionary theory, will continue to claim that the Flood
was regional in scope.  
Mark Bergemann is a retired electrical engineer with a B.S. from the University of
Wisconsin–Milwaukee. He serves as president of the Lutheran Science Institute and
as Martin Luther College adjunct instructor for the online courses Creation Apologetics 101 and 102. He is a member of Good Shepherd’s Evangelical Lutheran
Church in West Allis, Wisconsin.
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Miracles in the Flood
Mark Bergemann

The LSI Journal has published multiple articles suggesting that
Noah’s Flood is the most likely explanation for many of the rock layers
of the geologic column and the fossils they contain.  One such article was
titled “Geologic Column,” and was published in the winter 2018 LSI Journal.1  A more recent article is “Lesson 6 –Fossils” in the LSI Lesson Book
(2nd edition).2
While many aspects and possible results of the Flood can be understood using natural means (without miracles), that should not lead us to
think that God used only “natural” means during the Flood.  It appears that
the Flood included multiple miracles.  
This article will look for clues in Scripture and speculate about
times during the Flood when God may have used miracles.  Our purpose
in doing so is to respond to critics of Scripture who mock the Flood as a
fairytale.  They do not see natural means for some aspects of the flood.  
There are reasonable answers for these critics.  While we engage in speculation about the Flood, we must always keep in mind what the late seminary professor John Jeske wrote after he spent many words estimating
how many animals were on the ark [underline not in original],
The preceding paragraphs are not an attempt to prove in a lawyer-like way the truthfulness of the Genesis flood account or to
somehow make it more believable.  Our purpose is to try and help
the earnest Bible student visualize more clearly this important
chapter of world history.  Finally, what God says is true whether it
seems reasonable or not.3
1  A free pdf of the winter 2018 LSI Journal is available at (accessed 9-6-20).
www.LutheranScience.org/2018winter
2  A free pdf of this 48-page Lesson book, published in summer 2020, is available
at www.LutheranScience.org/LessonBook (accessed 9-6-20).
3  Carl J. Lawrence and John C. Jeske, A Commentary on Genesis 1-11 (Milwaukee: Northwestern Publishing House, 2004) 253.
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What is a Miracle?
Before defining miracles, we need to discuss how God normally
upholds the universe.  God is far more powerful, and far more necessary,
than many Christians understand.  Without God’s constant care, the universe and everything in it would cease to exist.  God cares for all things,
including things some consider too insignificant for God’s attention.  Here
are some Bible passages to consider:
All things hold together in him. Colossians 1:17 (EHV)
Neither is he served by human hands, as if he needed anything, since he himself gives all people life and breath and
everything they have. …For in him we live and move and have
our being. Acts 17:25, 28 (EHV)
He sustains all things by his powerful word. Hebrews 1:3 (EHV)
“Are not two sparrows sold for a small coin? Yet not one of
them will fall to the ground without the knowledge and consent of your Father. And even the hairs of your head are all
numbered.” Matthew 10:29-30 (EHV)
How many are your works, O LORD! In wisdom you made
them all. The earth is full of your creatures. Here is the sea,
great and very wide. In it creatures swarm beyond number―
living things, the small with the large. There the ships go back
and forth, and the leviathan that you formed to play in it. All of
them wait hopefully for you to give them their food in its time.
You give it to them. They gather it up. You open your hand.
They are satisfied with good things. Psalms 104:24-28 (EHV)
Theologians call God’s sustaining and caring for everything,
“God’s providence.”  There is much more to this than we mention here.  
Read more about this activity of God in The People’s Bible Teachings
book, “God’s Providence –He Cares for You.”4
4 Mark J. Lenz, God’s Providence –He Cares for You, People’s Bible Teachings
(Milwaukee: Northwestern Publishing House, 2000).
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So, what is a miracle?   God normally upholds everything in a
predictable way, using what we call gravity, momentum, and other natural laws.  When God does something another way, we call it a miracle.
A miracle is God doing something differently than the way He normally
does.  Here we see that God is in control at all times, not just when He
is performing a miracle.  God normally works through natural laws and
economizes the use of miracles.  That said, God uses miracles whenever it
pleases Him to do so.  

What Caused the Flood?
I myself am about to bring a flood of waters on the earth, in
order to destroy all flesh under the sky that has the breath of
life. Everything that is on the earth will die. … In seven days I
will cause it to rain on the earth for forty days and forty nights.
Every living thing that I have made, I will wipe off the face of
the earth. Genesis 6:17 and 7:4 (EHV)
A primary assumption of evolutionists is that there never was a
worldwide flood on Earth.  They assume this to be the case, because they
cannot think of a natural cause for a flood that covered the entire planet,
based on their evolutionary model of a 4.54 billion-year-old Earth that
solidified from molten rock, and whose water accumulated from comets
crashing into the planet.  Yet God tells us in the Bible that He sent the
Flood: “I myself am about to bring a flood of waters on the earth, …I will
cause it to rain on the earth for forty days and forty nights.”   We need not
find a natural cause for the Flood. God caused it to happen.  
Because there really was a worldwide flood on earth thousands of
years ago, evolutionists’ interpretation of the fossil-filled geologic column
is wrong.  Their “no flood” assumption causes them to reject the possibility that a global flood quickly created most of these fossils and the water
deposited sedimentary rocks in which they are buried.5 Evolutionists as5 The 1980 eruption of Mt. St. Helens showed rock layers can be deposited, and
then canyons up to 600 feet deep cut through them, in months. Canyons were quickly cut through soft sedimentary rock and also hard basalt rock.  See pages 12-13 of
the fall 2017 LSI Journal at www.LutheranScience.org/2017fall (accessed 9-6-20).
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sume the Earth’s fossil-filled rock layers were slowly made over a period
of 500 million years by natural events similar to what we see happening in
the world today, such as local and regional floods.  
We do not know whether God used natural or miraculous means to
initiate the Flood.  It seems to me that Genesis 6:17 and 7:4 suggest God
miraculously initiated the Flood, but that is pure speculation.  Near the end
of this article, we will briefly discuss plate tectonics.  If a single preflood
continent rapidly split apart during the Flood, forming the Atlantic Ocean,
that also seems miraculous to me.

Who Brought the Animals to the Ark?
On that same day Noah, Noah’s sons Shem, Ham, and Japheth,
Noah’s wife, and the three wives of his sons along with them,
entered the ark. They went in with every animal according to
its kind, all the livestock according to their kinds, every creeping thing that creeps on the earth according to its kind, and
everything that flies according to its kind, flying birds of every
sort. Pairs of all the animals that have the breath of life in
them went to Noah in the ark. A male and female of each animal that breathes went in, just as God had commanded Noah.
Then the LORD shut Noah in. Genesis 7:13-16 (EHV)
The words I have underlined seem to make it clear that God miraculously had the animals travel to the ark and enter it on the same day
that Noah and his family entered the ark.  The flood began seven days later
(Genesis 7:10).    
Imagine if Noah had to gather the animals without God’s miraculous help.  First Noah would have to make a list of all the animal kinds.  He
would have to go around the world, collecting animals and bringing them
to the location of the ark.  He would have a very large zoo with a large staff
to care for the animals already gathered, while he traveled to collect other
animals.    It would probably take many years to gather all the animals.  
Gathering the animals this way would be nearly as large a task as building
a 450-foot-long ark!  
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Closing the Ark Door
Genesis 7:16 quoted above ends with the words, “Then the LORD
shut Noah in.”  God miraculously closed the ark door.  God gave this His
personal touch, even though Noah could have done this task.  

Caring for the Animals on the Ark
God may have miraculously put the animals into torpor or hibernation for the duration of their stay on the ark.  This seems to follow as a
reasonable extension of God miraculously having the animals travel to the
ark and enter it.  
In Genesis 7:13-16 quoted above, we find that God had all the
animals enter the ark in one day.  If we spread out 1,373 animal kinds over
12 hours, that’s one kind passing through the ark door every 31 seconds.6
With this in mind, it seems reasonable to me that God not only had the animals travel to the ark and enter it all on their own, God probably also had
each animal kind go to their proper place on the ark (into their own cage,
if there were cages).  Even if Noah had hired dozens of people to help put
the animals into their cages, I do not think it could be done in a single day
without the animals doing it completely on their own.  
During this boarding process, the animals must have been very
calm and cooperative, or it could not have been done in a single day.  Since
God had the animals unnaturally calm during boarding and up to the time
they were in their cages, waiting until their cage door was closed, it seems
reasonable that God may have continued this unnatural animal behavior
(extreme calmness under adverse conditions) throughout the entire year of
the Flood.  If God miraculously had the animals calm, He may have also had
them so calm and restful that they were close to or in torpor or hibernation.  

6  There are many estimates of how many animals were on the ark. A recent and
extensive research effort estimated 6,658 individuals in 1,373 kinds. (12 hours
x 60 minutes x 60 seconds) / 1,373 kinds = 31 seconds per kind. The estimate
of 1,373 kinds is from: Craig Froman, ed., How Many Animals Were on the Ark
–Understanding the Animal Kinds (Green Forest AR: Master Books, 2016), 47.
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This would make caring for the animals far easier, even if the animals still ate occasionally.  God commanded Noah to bring food for the
animals.  God commanded Noah to “Take with you every type of food that
is eaten, and store it for yourself, so it can be used as food for you and for
them [the animals].”7  Animals in torpor still eat occasionally, and hibernation does not normally last a whole year.  
Having eight people care for an estimated 6,658 animals8 for an
entire year would be very difficult, unless the animals were eating and
drinking very little (such as they would while in torpor or hibernation).  
While Answers in Genesis (AIG) describes how eight people could care
for even 16,000 animals without the animals being in torpor or hibernation, it would be subsistence care to prevent death, not quality care.  Water
trays could be filled via bamboo piping.  The daily tons of animal waste
could be pressed though slatted floors by the animals’ feet and accumulate
in central gutters, where the people could remove it for disposal.  These
and other ideas are put forth by Answers in Genesis (AIG) with the thought
that God may have used hibernation, but it was not necessary.9  My personal opinion is that having the animals in torpor or hibernation seems
more reasonable.  God could miraculously have placed all the animals into
hibernation, even animals that do not hibernate naturally.  

Keeping Everyone Safe
We know for certain that God’s plans never fail.  God would not
allow the people and animals aboard the ark to be harmed.  I think that
may have required some miracles.  
After months on the ark, conditions would be expected to be very
unsanitary.  Bacterial and viral infections and other illnesses could have
easily killed many of the animals and people.  God did not allow that to
happen, and that may have involved a miracle.
7  Genesis 6:21 (EHV)
8  See previous footnote on animal counts.
9  John Woodmorappe, How Could Noah Fit the Animals on the Ark and Care
for Them? in The New Answers Book 3, ed. Ken Ham (Green Forest AR: Master
Books, 2009), 52-55. www.LutheranScience.org/ArkCareAIG (accessed 8-26-20)
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No matter how well made, the ark could have been damaged as
the waters first lifted it off the ground.  A tsunami-like surge could have
tipped the ark over before it was even off the ground.  Eventually, the tallest mountains were more than 20 feet under water,10 but before that, those
same mountains were only covered by inches of water.  If the ark struck
a partially submerged mountain, the ark may have sunk.  Today we know
the oceans have “rogue waves” as tall as 98 feet (30 meters).11  If such a
wave hit the ark broadside, the ark may have sunk.  God did not allow any
of these disasters to happen, and that may have involved miracles.
The ark came to rest on the mountains of Ararat.
Genesis 8:4 (EHV)
While coming to rest on the mountain, the ark could easily have
tipped over.  God did not allow that to happen, and that may have involved
a miracle.12

The Water Recedes
God remembered Noah, as well as all the animals and all the
livestock that were with him in the ark. So God caused a wind
to pass over the earth, and the waters subsided. The fountains
of the deep and the floodgates of the sky were also closed,
and the rain from the sky was restrained. The waters kept
receding from the earth. After the end of one hundred fifty
days the waters had decreased. In the seventh month, on the
seventeenth day of the month, the ark came to rest on the
mountains of Ararat. The waters receded continuously until
the tenth month. In the tenth month, on the first day of the
month, the tops of the mountains were visible.
Genesis 8:1-5 (EHV)

10  Genesis 7:20.
11 Ship-sinking monster waves revealed by ESA satellites, European Space
Agency, 07-21-2004, www.LutheranScience.org/ESAwaves (accessed 8-26-20)
12   Jeske called it “a miracle of divine providence” that the ark did not sink
during the flood or tip when coming to rest. Lawrence and Jeske, page 266.
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God initiated the Flood, and here we see that God ended the Flood.  
God caused a wind, closed the fountains of the deep, and stopped the rain.  
This seems to be another miraculous set of actions.  
Where did the water go?  We can only speculate, but there is evidence to help us make that guess.  It seems that the surface of the Earth is
divided into large plates that are moving at speeds of 2-4 inches per year,
even sliding under and over each other.  This is causing continents to move
in relation to each other and mountains to rise.  Part of this theory of plate
tectonics is that the earth once had a single large continent which split
apart, forming what is now the Atlantic Ocean.  Encyclopedia Britannica
has a very detailed article about this.13 Evolutionists assume that these
plates have been moving at these slow speeds for millions of years.  
Many creationists accept plate tectonics but not the evolutionary
timescale.  They propose that God initiated the breakup of the Earth’s single continent at the start of the Flood, and that this preflood continent
had much smaller mountains than we have today.  During the Flood, God
moved the Earth’s plates very quickly.   To drain the flood waters, God
raised the continents above the water.  The waters of the Flood are the
waters in the Earth’s oceans, seas, and lakes.  This is a reasonable claim
about the means God may have used to end the Flood.

CONCLUSION
God caused the Flood.  It seems He used multiple miracles in doing
so.  While we have proposed several miracles in this article, we should not
call upon miracles to explain everything God does.  God seems to normally work through natural means.  That is even evident in the Flood account.  
God could have ended the time of grace for the preflood people by miraculously ending their life (without using a flood or other natural means).  
God instead chose to use a flood which involved many natural means.  

13  Tjeerd H. van Andel, “Plate Tectonics―Geology,” Encyclopedia Britannica
https://www.britannica.com/science/plate-tectonics (accessed 7-11-20)
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By faith we know that the universe was created by God’s word,
so that what is seen did not come from visible things.
Hebrews 11:3 (EHV)
We accept articles of faith—such as creation, the Flood, the forgiveness of sins, and the resurrection to eternal life—by faith, even if our
sin-darkened human reason (including science) wants to deny these truths.  
That said, the account of the Flood is not an illogical fairytale.  
The historical events of the Bible such as creation, the Flood, and the death
and resurrection of Jesus, are true history.  They actually took place.  To
deny them is to deny reality.  
The all-powerful and all-knowing God of the Bible, who moment
by moment sustains the universe so that it does not cease to exist, has the
power to cause a worldwide flood.  Since such a flood actually happened, we
still see the results today: fossils of countless sea creatures (clams, trilobites,
cephalopods, etc.) all over the Earth, including on the tallest mountains.  
Even so, there are many things about the geologic column and
its fossils that creationists cannot explain.   Evolutionists have the same
problem―they also cannot explain it all.14  Our acceptance of the Flood as
true history is based on faith, not on reason.  We confess with John Jeske,
“What God says is true whether it seems reasonable or not.”15
Mark Bergemann is a retired electrical engineer with a B.S. from the University of Wisconsin–Milwaukee. He serves as president of the Lutheran
Science Institute and as Martin Luther College adjunct instructor for the
online courses Creation Apologetics 101 and 102. He is a member of
Good Shepherd’s Evangelical Lutheran Church in West Allis, Wisconsin.

14   See “Fossils in the Geologic Column―Problems for Evolution,” on pages
17-32 of the spring 2018 LSI Journal. www.LutheranScience.org/2018spring
(accessed 7-21-20)
15  Jeske, 253.
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